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Presentation Abstract
I present the future of the workplace through a futurist’s lens by using scenarios. The focus is
on the workplace of the future: 10-20 years into the future. Deriving from my years of
research on the globalization of technology work, I discuss four contradictory scenarios as
narratives of the future workplace: 1) Will we become more virtual and dispersed, or
actually more compressed and proximate?; 2) Will our work be atomized and our firms
atomized? Or will we see more holistic work and ever–larger mega global firms?; 3) Will
decisions be made by creative workers or will nearly all of the decisions be made by
machine, fed by big data and increasingly powerful analytics?; And, finally, 4) once the
robots take over, will we be self-actualized poets or will we all turn into Homer Simpsons?
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